fed). Second, the Jewish people (even those who were not literally slaves) knew
that they were not free, and this knowledge was an affront to their national
honor and religious sensibilities. There were soldiers everywhere, reminding
them that they were a conquered people. The Jews were officially allowed to
practice their religion, but Israel had a long-standing tradition of prophets
who railed against injustice and exposed the shenanigans of the powerful, and
the Romans did not go for that sort of thing (as John the Baptist discovered).
What was allowed was an innocuous sort of religion that did not upset or
challenge the powers that be.
Several ancient sources indicate that Palestine became increasingly unstable in
the latter half of the first century (after the time of Herod Agrippa I). Passionate Jewish rebels known as Zealots eventually led an all-out war against Rome
(66–73 CE) that had disastrous consequences for the Jewish people. The city
of Jerusalem was conquered and the temple destroyed in 70 CE. About sixty
years later, a second Jewish revolt, led by Simon ben Kosiba, popularly known
as Bar Kokhba, was also ruthlessly repressed. After that, on pain of death, no
Jew was permitted to enter what had once been Jerusalem.
We do not know for certain what happened to the Christian church in Palestine, but the focal point for the growing Christian movement shifted from
Jerusalem to places like Ephesus, Antioch, and Rome. This was primarily due to
the success of missionaries such as Paul in bringing the gospel to large numbers
of gentiles. In those areas the Christians sometimes encountered hostility from
Jewish neighbors who had come to see the new faith as an aberration or false
religion (see 1 Thess. 2:14). The Romans were always the biggest threat, however,
and their hostility came to a head under the emperor Nero, who initiated the
EXPLORE 1.17
first overt, government-sponsored persecution of Christians in Rome in the 60s,
Pliny the Younger
a horrifying purge in which Peter, Paul, and numerous others were martyred.
on Persecution
By the start of the second century, almost all the books of the New Testaof Christians
ment had been written, including the Gospels and all of Paul’s letters. By this
EXPLORE 1.18,
1.19, and 1.20
time the Romans had come to regard Christianity and Judaism as separate
religions, and the former was now regarded as an
Box 1.2
unauthorized innovation and was officially outlawed. We get a good picture of what this meant
Whose Pax?
in practice from a set of letters sent by the Roman
The Pax Romana was estabgovernor Pliny to the emperor Trajan in about the
lished through conquest. Calyear 112. The overall policy was something of a
gacus, a Caledonian leader of
“Don’t ask, don’t tell” approach: Christians were
one of the nations defeated to
not sought out, but when they came to a ruler’s
this end, remarked bitterly, “They
attention, they were to be tortured and killed uncreate desolation and call it
less they renounced their faith and made sacrifices
peace” (Tacitus, Agricola 30).
to Roman gods (see box 26.6).
Tacitus, Agricola, trans. Harold Mattingly (New
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York: Penguin, 2009).
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